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About This Game

Heliophobia is a first-person horror/mystery adventure presented through a surreal, non-linear narrative. You awake on a vacant
plane, given only a singular task: kill the one with the initials "J.R.".

Your memories seem to be just beyond reach. Grotesque humanoid creatures pursue you at every turn. Crime syndicates and
shadowy organizations plot behind closed doors. On top of it all, your mind keeps slipping in to unexplainable waking

nightmares. With only your rapidly fading senses about you, what will you discover - before it's too late?

Sneak, hide, and run from a slew of horrific monsters across a vast nocturnal metropolis. Explore a wide variety of locations
while you uncover secrets and piece together fragments of a deep, interwoven story. Navigate sections of a seemingly endless

city filled with claustrophobic alleyways, labyrinthine tunnels, and dreary establishments. Segments of nerve-wracking terror are
broken up by exploration, puzzle-solving, and world-building sections - providing brief respite from high-anxiety encounters.

Features

Surreal Horror - Monsters and nefarious humans are not the only things to fear. The entire world feels just a few
degrees off from "normal".

Non-Linear Mystery - Segments of the story branch off and unlock in non-chronological order. Any completed section
can be returned to for further investigation.

Glitch Senses - Heavy glitch effects serve as both visual flair and a "sixth sense" for nearby dangers. Use them to your
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advantage, or disable the effects entirely.

Survive On Your Terms - Despite the claustrophobic setting, many levels feature multiple routes or varied solutions to
puzzles.

No Cheap Jump Scares - Building atmosphere and dread are central to the overall experience. While some moments
may be surprising, none are played just for an empty reaction.

Outside The Comfort Zone - Each challenge is presented with a new setting, format, or set of rules. No two sections
should feel exactly the same, leading to a feeling of gnawing unease.
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Title: Heliophobia
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Glass Knuckle Games
Publisher:
Glass Knuckle Games
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Core HD 4000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 12 GB available space

English
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GNU\/Linux Review:
For me the game was just short of Ok, so steam really need's a Neutral option as well as Yes\/No for recommending game's.
The game played ok and once i went to settings ingame and not on main menu and changed Volumetrics option to Low i got
over 60FPS with it on High it was dropping between 40-60FPS, so game after that run smooth.
Graphics are what you'd expect from an Indie Game, The sound effects are a bit sub par but again not the worst sound i've
heard, The womans voice acting was pretty good, The story was a somewhat standard affair which is just the normal read the
notes\/memos (Which are quite a lot).

The gameplay is ware it starts to loose me, Its starts on a plane ride then it jumps around to different locations, Ok so its very
surreal or a Dream, then your in a room which leads to a corridor with lots of doors (So a kind of hub), some doors are open and
then you can enter and click on a photo to goto that level and follow the story, It's most of the time hide or run from the monster
with some simple puzzle's here and there, later levels are somewhat a platform type of affair, On some levels you can use stealth
to get past the monsters and on other levels that does not work, not sure if that's the way the game is or a bug.
Over all i got bored on what i think is a second hub, The game just wasn't making me want to play anymore.
This was just my personal experience of the game yours may very, over all i would give it a rate of just average.. Hello there, it's
me, the evil developer. The ***hole who always gives bad reviews on games because of big bugs and quality issues. So i'm
really glad i can finally recommend a game after playing a lot of crap here on steam. If you want a piece of quality with a good
replay-factor, well, this game is for you. If you have enough of all these "spooky house with murder\/zombie\/ghost" games, if
you got sick of all these asset flips here on steam, then try this game. For me it was perfect, it has the weird factor, the gameplay
and the fun i wanted. And all this transported in by a great art style. It has all settings and configuration-options a game needs,
it's well optimized and runs smoothly with 120-160fps (Nvidia980). Took me three nights to finally find a game i like. And i
prefer having 5-6h of great gameplay than 15h of bugged gameplay and often 'no fun' like in many other games here. This game
does exactly what i expect from a game.. I wanna start this review off by saying, I have literally no idea what is going in this
story. It is very difficult for me to follow and understand. So if you're looking for something linear and easy to follow, you've
come to the wrong place. Inversely if you're looking for something that you have to piece together bit by bit to something like
dark-souls style story telling (with scattered bits of lore to find). Then you've come to the right place. Can't dock points for
creative decisions.

Now on to the gameplay, the game plays like a typical outlast-like horror game. You've gotta avoid the enemies using stealth
while solving puzzles. So if that's your speed then I'd pull the trigger immediately! I'm also a huge fan of the use of
psychological horror, there's going to be a lot of confusing moments but it seems like it's relatively well done if not a little
disorienting. Seizure warning though, for any player that's sensitive to flashing lights.

I'd give it an 8.5\/10 check out my gameplay here https:\/\/youtu.be\/YgYSvz-CIMg. This game is so unique, super cool and
nerve wracking at the same time. I genuinely enjoyed it and you get a decent amount of gameplay for the price! I posted a video
of it on my YouTube, check out the link below!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=UWMSjGoddDY. THE BEST HORROR GAME IN THE WORLD 11\/10 WOULD
BUY AGAIN
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